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Abstract—Selecting and moving to spatial targets are critical components of goal-directed behavior, yet their neural
bases are not well understood. The superior colliculus (SC) is thought to contain a topographic map of contralateral
space in which the activity of speciﬁc neuronal populations corresponds to particular spatial locations. However, these
spatial representations are modulated by several decision-related variables, suggesting that they reﬂect information
beyond simply the location of an upcoming movement. Here, we examine the extent to which these representations
arise from competitive spatial choice. We recorded SC activity in male mice performing a behavioral task requiring
orienting movements to targets for a water reward in two contexts. In “competitive” trials, either the left or right target
could be rewarded, depending on which stimulus was presented at the central port. In “noncompetitive” trials, the
same target (e.g., left) was rewarded throughout an entire block. While both trial types required orienting movements
to the same spatial targets, only in competitive trials do targets compete for selection. We found that in competitive
trials, pre-movement SC activity predicted movement to contralateral targets, as expected. However, in noncompetitive
trials, some neurons lost their spatial selectivity and in others activity predicted movement to ipsilateral targets. Consistent with these ﬁndings, unilateral optogenetic inactivation of pre-movement SC activity ipsiversively biased competitive, but not noncompetitive, trials. Incorporating these results into an attractor model of SC activity points to distinct
pathways for orienting movements under competitive and noncompetitive conditions, with the SC speciﬁcally required
for selecting among multiple potential targets. © 2019 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Straschill and Rieger, 1973; McHafﬁe and Stein, 1982;
Lee et al., 1988; Munoz et al., 1991; Glimcher and Sparks,
1992; Grantyn et al., 1996; Horwitz and Newsome, 1999;
Felsen and Mainen, 2008; Krauzlis et al., 2013; Wang et
al., 2015). These representations of spatial targets – which
we refer to as “spatial representations” – are modulated by
several factors, including the likelihood that the represented target will be selected, the value of the target, and
the accuracy of the choice (Basso and Wurtz, 1997,
1998; Dorris and Munoz, 1998; Horwitz and Newsome,
2001; McPeek and Keller, 2002; Ikeda and Hikosaka,
2003; Felsen and Mainen, 2012; Odegaard et al., 2018),
suggesting that the representations may be shaped by
interactions among populations representing potential targets (Kim and Basso, 2008; Isa and Hall, 2009; Marino et
al., 2011; Kardamakis et al., 2015). The observed modulation of SC spatial representations points to a potential role
for the SC in mediating competition between targets underlying spatial choice. However, the effect of competition on
spatial representations in the SC has not been directly
examined.

Animals must select spatial targets and move to them to
thrive in their natural environment. How the nervous system
makes and how it acts on these spatial choices are fundamental questions in neuroscience. The superior colliculus
(SC), a bilateral midbrain structure, is a critical node in an
interconnected network of cortical and subcortical brain
regions that have been shown to be involved in spatial
orienting (Sparks, 1986; Krauzlis et al., 2004; Hikosaka et
al., 2006; Gandhi and Katnani, 2011; Mysore and Knudsen,
2011; Wolf et al., 2015; Basso and May, 2017). Activity in
the intermediate and deep layers of the SC is thought to
represent targets, for movement and attention, in contralateral space (Wurtz and Goldberg, 1971; Robinson, 1972;
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Speciﬁcally, to what extent are spatial representations
modulated by competition among targets? Given the importance of these representations for orienting movements,
demonstrating such modulation would suggest that the SC
functions differently when a spatial choice is made (i.e.,
under “competitive” conditions) than when movements are
made to a single target in the absence of alternatives (i.e.,
under “noncompetitive” conditions). We therefore examined
spatial representations in the SC under these two
conditions.
We reasoned that if SC representations depend on competition, we would observe a different relationship between
SC activity and spatial targets when the targets do, and do
not, compete for selection. We tested this idea by recording
from the SC of mice performing a task in which identical
spatial targets are selected under competitive and noncompetitive conditions (Lintz and Felsen, 2016). In the former
condition, moving to the target at the left or right was a priori
equally likely to be rewarded and therefore the targets competed to be selected, while in the latter, moving to only one
of the targets would be rewarded, precluding any competition between the targets. We found that under competitive
conditions, SC activity was higher preceding contraversive,
rather than ipsiversive, movements (i.e., activity represented contralateral targets), consistent with previous studies (Horwitz and Newsome, 2001; Carello and Krauzlis,
2004; Kim and Basso, 2008; Thevarajah et al., 2009; Felsen
and Mainen, 2012). However, under noncompetitive conditions, SC activity was nearly as likely to be higher preceding
ipsiversive as contraversive movements. We then tested
the causal relationship between the competitiondependence of SC activity and orienting movements by unilaterally silencing SC activity immediately preceding movement, and found that movements made under competitive
conditions were biased ipsiversively, while those made
under noncompetitive conditions were not directionally
biased. Our results, along with simulated activity generated
by a biologically-plausible attractor model, inform the distinct neural bases of orienting movements under competitive and noncompetitive conditions, and suggest that the
SC plays a speciﬁc role in spatial choice.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animal subjects
All experiments were performed according to protocols
approved by the University of Colorado School of Medicine
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. We used 10
male adult C57BL/6J mice (three for electrophysiology and
seven for optogenetics experiments; aged 7–14 months at
the start of experiments; Jackson Labs), housed in a vivarium with a 12-h light/dark cycle with lights on at 5:00 am.
Food (Teklad Global Rodent Diet No. 2918; Harlan) was
available ad libitum. Access to water was restricted to the
behavioral session to motivate performance; however, if
mice did not obtain 1 ml of water during the behavioral session, additional water was provided for ~ 2–5 min following
the behavioral session (Thompson and Felsen, 2013; Lintz

and Felsen, 2016). All mice were weighed daily and
received sufﬁcient water during behavioral sessions to
maintain > 85% of pre-water restriction weight.

Behavioral task
As described in Lintz and Felsen (2016), mice were ﬁrst
trained to perform “competitive” trials and were then trained
to perform “noncompetitive” trials [we previously referred to
these trial types as “stimulus-guided” and “internally-speciﬁed,” respectively (Lintz and Felsen, 2016)]. Training on
competitive trials was identical to training on the odorguided spatial choice task (Uchida and Mainen, 2003)
described in Stubbleﬁeld et al. (2013). Brieﬂy, each mouse
was water-restricted and trained to interact with three ports
(center: odor port; sides: reward ports) along one wall of a
behavioral chamber (Island Motion). In each trial, the mouse
entered the odor port, triggering the delivery of an odor;
waited 300–500 ms for a go signal (auditory tone); exited the
odor port; and entered one of the reward ports (Fig. 1A). Premature exit from the odor port resulted in the unavailability of
reward in that trial. Varying the duration of the delay preceding
the go signal prevents the mouse from predicting precisely
when movement can be initiated, allowing us to disambiguate
neural activity related to movement initiation from that that
related to other functions (e.g., target selection or motor planning). Odors were comprised of binary mixtures of (+)-carvone
and (−)-carvone, commonly perceived as caraway and spearmint, respectively; an enantiomeric odor pair was selected to
control for differences in molecular structure of odorant stimuli.
In each competitive trial, one of seven odor mixtures was presented via an olfactometer (Island Motion): volume (+)-carvone/(−)-carvone = 95/5, 80/20, 60/40, 50/50, 40/60, 20/80,
or 5/95. Mixtures in which (+)-carvone > (−)-carvone indicated
reward availability only at the right port and mixtures in which
(−)-carvone > (+)-carvone indicated reward availability only at
the left port [we therefore refer to (−)-carvone as the “left odor”
for simplicity]. In trials in which (+)-carvone = (−)-carvone, the
probability of reward at the left and right ports, independently,
was 0.5. Reward, consisting of 3 μl of water, was delivered
by transiently opening a calibrated water valve 10–100 ms
after reward port entry. Odor and water delivery was controlled,
and port entries and exits were recorded, using custom
MATLAB (MathWorks) software (adapted from C. D. Brody).
Mice learned to perform competitive trials within ~ 39 sessions (1 session/day); detailed training stages are described
in Stubbleﬁeld et al. (2013). Mice required an additional ~ 5
sessions to learn to perform interleaved blocks of competitive
and noncompetitive trials. In every noncompetitive trial the
50/50 mixture of (+)-carvone/(−)-carvone was presented, and
reward was available only at one side throughout the block.
Mice were ﬁrst introduced to interleaved blocks, each of which
required 25 correct trials to advance to the next block. Once
they performed ~ 70% of trials in the session correctly, the
number of correct trials required per block was increased to
50. Mice performed 5 blocks per session, starting with a competitive block and alternating between competitive and noncompetitive blocks (Fig. 1B); the side associated with reward
switched between each noncompetitive block. Upon
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Fig. 1. Performance on behavioral task requiring movements to targets under competitive and noncompetitive conditions.A: Timing of trial events. In all
trials, the mouse enters the central odor port, is presented with an odor mixture, waits for the go signal, exits the odor port, moves to one of the side reward
ports, and receives water for a correct choice. The gray box shows the delay epoch in which neuronal activity is analyzed and manipulated, below.B:
Organization of competitive (gray) and noncompetitive (Noncomp., white) blocks within a session. In competitive blocks, reward side corresponds to
the dominant odor in the mixture [(−)-carvone, left; (+)-carvone, right]; when the odors are balanced ([(−)-carvone] = [(+)-carvone]), the probability of
reward at both reward ports is 0.5. In noncompetitive blocks, odors are balanced in every trial and reward is available at the same side [left (L) or right
(R)] in each trial. Thickness of horizontal lines corresponds to probability of reward in the block.C: Mean performance in competitive trials across all sessions (three mice). Line shows best ﬁt to p ¼ 1þe1−a−bx , where x is the proportion of the left odor [(−)-carvone)] in the mixture, p is the average fraction of
leftward choices, and a and b are free parameters. Choices were strongly dependent on the dominant component of the odor mixture. Error bars, ±
SD across sessions.D: Mean fraction of left choices over all sessions (three mice). Horizontal black lines show block means; gray lines show ideal block
means (if all choices were correct). Since different numbers of trials per block were performed across sessions, trials that occur in <60% of sessions are
excluded. In competitive blocks only difﬁcult trials [(+)-carvone/(−)-carvone = 60/40, 50/50, or 40/60] are shown.

completing training, mice were implanted with microdrives
for neuronal recording or optical ﬁbers for light delivery (see
below).

Surgery
Details of the surgical procedure are provided in Thompson
and Felsen (2013). Brieﬂy, once the mouse was fully trained
on the task, it was anesthetized with isoﬂurane and secured
in a stereotaxic device, the scalp was incised and retracted,
two small screws were attached to the skull, and a craniotomy targeting the left SC was performed, centered at
3.88 mm posterior from bregma and 1.0 mm lateral from
the midline (Paxinos and Franklin, 2004). A VersaDrive 4
microdrive (Neuralynx), containing four independently
adjustable tetrodes, was afﬁxed to the skull via the screws,
luting (3M), and dental acrylic (A-M Systems). A second
small craniotomy was performed to place the ground wire
in direct contact with the brain. After the acrylic hardened,
a topical triple antibiotic ointment (Major) mixed with 2%
lidocaine hydrochloride jelly (Akorn) was applied to the
scalp, the mouse was removed from the stereotaxic device,

the isoﬂurane was turned off, and oxygen alone was delivered to the animal to gradually alleviate anesthetic state.
Mice were administered sterile isotonic saline (0.9%) for
rehydration and an analgesic (Ketofen; 5 mg/kg) for pain
management. Analgesic and topical antibiotic administration was repeated daily for up to 5 days, and animals were
closely monitored for any signs of distress.
This surgical procedure was adapted for injecting viral
vectors and implanting optical ﬁbers to the same location
in the left SC as above (using the same rostrocaudal and
mediolateral coordinates, and targeting the ﬁber tip to the
dorsal surface of the intermediate layer). Based on a similar
strategy for inhibiting excitatory SC neurons (Kopec et al.,
2015), we obtained expression of eArch 3.0 in these neurons by injecting adult mice with 600 nl of pAAV-CaMKIIαeArch3.0-EYFP [obtained from the University of North Carolina Vector Core with permission from Dr. Karl Deisseroth
(Stanford University)]. An optical ﬁber was permanently
implanted as part of a moveable drive housing (Anikeeva
et al., 2011) to deliver light to opsin-expressing neurons
located ventral to the ﬁber tip. Optogenetic experiments
were performed at least 3 weeks following virus injection.
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Electrophysiology
Neuronal recordings were collected using four tetrodes,
wherein each tetrode consisted of four polyimide-coated
nichrome wires (Sandvik; single-wire diameter 12.5 μm)
gold plated to 0.2–0.4 MΩ impedance. We have found that
this impedance is the lowest we can reliably achieve using
standard gold-plating methods, and that it is well-suited for
obtaining signals from which we can reliably isolate the
activity of individual neurons in the mouse brain (Lintz and
Felsen, 2016; Stubbleﬁeld et al., 2015; Thompson and Felsen, 2013; Thompson et al., 2016). Electrical signals were
ampliﬁed and recorded using the Digital Lynx S multichannel acquisition system (Neuralynx) in conjunction with
Cheetah data acquisition software (Neuralynx).
Tetrode depths were adjusted approximately 23 h before
each recording session to sample an independent population of neurons across sessions. To estimate tetrode depths
during each session we calculated distance traveled with
respect to rotation fraction of the screw that was afﬁxed to
the shuttle holding the tetrode. One full rotation moved the
tetrode ~ 250 μm and tetrodes were moved ~ 62.5 μm
between sessions. The ﬁnal tetrode location was conﬁrmed
through histological assessment using electrolytic lesions
and tetrode tracks (see below).
Ofﬂine spike sorting and cluster quality analysis was performed using MClust software (MClust-3.5, A.D. Redish) in
MATLAB. Brieﬂy, for each tetrode, single units were isolated
by manual cluster identiﬁcation based on spike features
derived from sampled waveforms. Identiﬁcation of single
units through examination of spikes in high-dimensional feature space allowed us to reﬁne the delimitation of identiﬁed
clusters by examining all possible two-dimensional combinations of selected spike features. We used standard spike
features for single unit extraction: peak amplitude, energy
(square root of the sum of squares of each point in the
waveform, divided by the number of samples in the waveform), and the ﬁrst principal component normalized by
energy. Spike features were derived separately for individual leads. To assess the quality of identiﬁed clusters we
calculated two standard quantitative metrics: L-ratio and
isolation distance (Schmitzer-Torbert et al., 2005). Clusters
with an L-ratio of less than 0.82 and isolation distance
greater than 3 were deemed single units. We did not
observe any relationship between clustering metrics and
the functionally-identiﬁed neuron types described in the
Results. Units were clustered blind to interspike interval,
and only clusters with few interspike intervals < 1 ms were
considered for further examination. Furthermore, we
excluded the possibility of double counting neurons by
ensuring that both the waveforms and response properties
sufﬁciently changed across sessions. If they did not, we
conservatively assumed that we recorded twice from the
same neuron, and only included data from one session.

calibrated daily with an optic power meter (Melles Griot) to
deliver 20–24 mW to the intermediate and deep layers of
the left SC (Al-Juboori et al., 2013). Within each of seven
mice used in these experiments, the same site was stimulated across sessions. Light was delivered continuously
for 300–400 ms of the delay epoch (from 100 ms after odor
valve open until the go signal) on ~ 25% of trials; we
observed no differences between several protocols
with slightly different timing and therefore combined the
resulting data.

Lesioning and Histology
To verify ﬁnal tetrode location we performed electrolytic
lesions (100 μA, ~ 1.5 min per lead) after the last recording
session. One day following lesion, mice were overdosed
with an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital
(100 mg/kg) and transcardially perfused with saline followed by ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M
phosphate buffer (PB). After perfusion, brains were submerged in 4% PFA in 0.1 M PB for 24 h for post-ﬁxation
and then cryoprotected for 24 h by immersion in 30%
sucrose in 0.1 M PB. The brain was encased in the same
sucrose solution, and frozen rapidly on dry ice. Serial coronal sections (60 μm) were cut on a sliding microtome for
reconstruction of the lesion site and tetrode tracks. Fluorescent Nissl (NeuroTrace, Invitrogen) was used to identify
cytoarchitectural features of the SC and verify tetrode tracks
and lesion damage within or below the SC. Images of the
SC were captured with a 10 × objective lens, using a 3I Marianis inverted spinning disc confocal microscope (Zeiss).
Arch expression and optical ﬁber depth were veriﬁed followed the same procedures with the exception of electrolytic lesioning, and allowed us to conﬁrm that effective optical
stimulation was limited to the intermediate and deep layers
of the left SC.

Attractor model
To examine how SC activity might differ between competitive and noncompetitive conditions, we constructed a “bump
attractor” model (modiﬁed from Wimmer et al., 2014) consisting of 200 excitatory (E) neurons and 100 inhibitory (I)
neurons per SC (600 neurons total), an E:I ratio consistent
with the intermediate and deep layers of the mammalian
SC (Mize, 1992; Sooksawate et al., 2011). Unlike the model
of Wimmer et al. (2014), wherein neurons are positioned on
a ring, neurons in our model are positioned along a line, to
better match the structure of the SC. We deﬁned neuron
position with respect to the rostrocaudal axis: position 0 corresponds to the most rostral pole of the SC, and position 1
corresponds to the most caudal end. Intra-SC synaptic
weights were larger for nearby neurons, and smaller for
more distant ones, determined by.
−ði− j Þ2

Optogenetic stimulation

W ij ¼ amp  e scale2 ;

ð1Þ

Light was delivered via a diode-pumped, solid-state laser
(532 nm; Shanghai Laser & Optics Century) coupled to a
105 μm-diameter optic ﬁber (numerical aperture: 0.22),

where i and j are the locations of the pre- and postsynaptic neurons along the rostrocaudal axis, respectively,
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and amp and scale are deﬁned independently for presynaptic E and I neurons (ampE = 0.1, ampI = 2, scaleE = 0.055,
scaleIrostral = 0.78, scaleIcaudal = 0.73; rostral: i < 0.25).
amp sets the amplitude of the connection weights, and
scale determines the spatial extent over which the connection strength decays. To promote network stability, each W
was normalized to have a maximum eigenvalue of 1.5 by
dividing all connection values by max(λ)/1.5, where max(λ)
is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix after initialization.
Reciprocal inter-SC connections consisted of the 10 most
rostral I neurons synapsing with weight 2/max(λ) onto E and
I neurons at the corresponding location in the contralateral
SC. Membrane potentials and corresponding spike rates
of E and I neurons in the left SC (vEL, vIL, rEL and rIL, respectively) evolved at each time step (~ 2 ms in our numerical
simulations) according to
dv LE
L
¼ −v LE þ W LEE r LE −W LIE r LI −W LR→LIE r R
I þ external
dt
dv L
þnoise I ¼ −v LI −W LII r LI þ W LEI r LE −W LR→LII r R
I
dt

ð2Þ

and all spike rates were rectiﬁed at each time step according to.
for v < 0
for 0 < v < 100 ;
for v > 100

Overall, this model structure generates a “bump” of activity around the location at which the external drive is strongest, sustained by the excitation of nearby neurons and
the inhibition between distant neurons even once the external drive is removed. In general we found that the small
changes from our ﬁnal parameter values did not affect either
the emergence of the bump or our overall results. We considered the ﬁrst 200 time steps (~ 400 ms) of the simulation
to describe our “delay epoch” (deﬁned below for our neuronal recordings), and calculated the average ﬁring rate of
each neuron during this epoch in each trial. Each “session”
consisted of 50 leftward and 50 rightward trials in each condition (competitive and noncompetitive). We ran our simulation for 20 such sessions and randomly selected ~ 3 caudal
SC neurons from each session, to match the number and
location of buildup neurons recorded in each experimental
session. Finally, for each neuron we calculated direction
preference based on the simulated ﬁring rates in leftward
and rightward trials as we did for the experimentally
recorded neurons (see “Direction preference,” below).

Experimental design and statistical analyses

þnoise;

8
< 0;
r¼
v;
:
100;

195

ð3Þ

L
represents synaptic weights from left E to
where, e.g., WEE
L
E neurons, WIE
represents weights from left I to E neurons,
and WR→LIELrepresents weights from right I to left E neurons. Noise was
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean = 0, and variance = 25 for E
L
L
neurons and 16 for I neurons. rE and rI are vectors, with one entry
per E or I neuron in the left SC, respectively. Similarly, rER
and rIR describe the ﬁring rates of neurons in the right SC,

and they evolve over time via the same equations as those
in the left SC (i.e., via Eqs. ((2) and ((3), with all “L”s
replaced by “R”s).
The vectors external L and external R represent the drive to
each neuron from sources outside the SC. For all trial types,
external drive was applied to E neurons only, in a linearly
graded fashion along the rostrocaudal axis. In competitive
leftward trials, the right SC receives a stronger external
drive than the left SC, and vice versa in competitive rightward trials. In noncompetitive trials, the left and right SC
received equal drive; half of these trials were assigned to
be leftward and half rightward. Speciﬁcally, in competitive
leftward trials, the drive to left SC neuron i was externalL
i = 3i + 0.7, and the drive to right SC neuron i was external-i
R
i = 5i + 0.7; and in competitive rightward trials, the drive to
left SC neuron i was externaliL = 5i + 0.7, and the drive to
right SC neuron i was externaliR = 3i + 0.7. In noncompetitive trials, the drive to SC neuron i in both SCs was externali = 3i + 0.7. For all trial types, external drive was applied for
the ﬁrst 150 time steps (~ 300 ms) of the simulation, representing the beginning of the trial, and was then set to 0.

Electrophysiological recordings were obtained from 172 SC
neurons in 67 behavioral sessions from three mice. Optogenetic manipulation experiments were performed in 82 behavioral sessions from seven additional mice. Details of our
analyses of the data obtained from our recording and
manipulation experiments are described immediately
below. For comparisons across conditions (e.g., ﬁring rate
during competitive vs. noncompetitive trials), we generally
used paired two-tailed t-tests; χ 2-tests and ANOVAs were
also used when appropriate. All analyses were performed
in MATLAB.

Direction preference
To examine the dependence of the ﬁring rate of individual
neurons on movement direction, we used an ROC-based
analysis (Green and Swets, 1966) that quantiﬁes the ability
of an ideal observer to classify whether a given spike rate
during the delay epoch was recorded in one of two conditions (here, preceding leftward or rightward movement).
We deﬁned the delay epoch as beginning 100 ms after odor
valve open [to account for the empirically-measured delay
between odor valve open and odor detectability at the port
(Thompson and Felsen, 2013)] and ending with the go signal. We deﬁned “preference” as 2(ROCarea − 0.5), a measure ranging from − 1 to 1, where − 1 denotes the
strongest possible preference for left, 1 denotes the strongest possible preference for right, and 0 denotes no preference (Feierstein et al., 2006). Statistical signiﬁcance was
determined with a permutation test: we recalculated the preference after randomly reassigning all ﬁring rates to either of
the two groups arbitrarily, repeated this procedure 500 times
to obtain a distribution of values, and calculated the fraction
of random values exceeding the actual value. We tested for
signiﬁcance at α = 0.01. Trials in which the movement time
(between odor port exit and reward port entry) was > 1.5 s
were excluded from all analyses. Neurons with fewer than
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100 competitive or noncompetitive trials, or with a ﬁring rate
below 2.5 spikes/s across the entire session for either competitive or noncompetitive trials, were excluded from all
analyses.

Optogenetic effect on behavior
To compare the effect of optogenetic inhibition between
competitive and noncompetitive trials, we calculated, separately for competitive and noncompetitive trials and for trials
in which leftward and rightward movements were correct,
the difference between the fraction of correctly performed
trials in which light was and was not delivered. We then
averaged these light-induced differences to calculate the
“% bias,” separately for competitive and noncompetitive
trials, after inverting the sign for trials in which the leftward
movement was correct, such that negative values of % bias
correspond to a leftward (ipsiversive) shift and positive
values to a rightward (contraversive) shift. For trials with
50/50 mixtures of (+)-carvone/(−)-carvone, either choice
was considered correct.

RESULTS
Mice were trained on a delayed-response spatial orienting
task. In each trial of the task, the mouse was presented with
a binary odor mixture at a central port, waited for an auditory
go cue, and moved to the left or right reward port for a water
reward (Fig. 1A). Within each session, blocks of competitive
and noncompetitive trials were interleaved. In competitive
trials, the dominant component of the odor mixture – which
varied trial by trial – determined the side at which reward
would be delivered. In noncompetitive trials, a balanced
mixture of the two odors was always presented but reward
was delivered at only one side throughout the block
(Fig. 1B). Thus, while both trial types required the mouse
to sample the stimulus and initiate an orienting movement
to a reward port, both reward ports (left and right) were
viable options in a given competitive trial, whereas only
one reward port (left or right) was a viable option in a given
noncompetitive trial (Ito and Doya, 2015; Lintz and Felsen,
2016; Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011; Siniscalchi et al.,
2016; see Experimental Procedures). As we have previously shown (Lintz and Felsen, 2016), mice were able to
infer (unsignaled) transitions between the competitive and
noncompetitive blocks and switch their response mode
accordingly. During competitive blocks, choices depended
on the dominant component of the odor mixture (Fig. 1C),
which was equally likely to signal reward at the left or right
port, resulting in the left and right port being equally likely
to be chosen (Fig. 1D, gray boxes). During noncompetitive
blocks, mice reliably returned to the same (rewarded) port
in each trial (Fig. 1D, white boxes). These data suggest that,
as intended, the direction of movement in competitive
blocks was selected based on the stimulus, which was
equally likely to indicate reward at the left and the right,
while in noncompetitive blocks the direction of movement
was selected based on recent experience indicating reward
at only one side. We therefore utilized this behavioral assay

to compare SC activity under conditions in which spatial targets do and do not compete for selection.
We recorded from 172 well-isolated left SC neurons (see
Experimental Procedures, Fig. 2) in three mice performing
the behavioral task. We focused on neuronal activity during
the delay epoch, deﬁned as the period starting 100 ms after
odor valve opening and ending at the time of the auditory go
signal (Fig. 1A, gray box), which most directly captures
activity underlying the selection, planning, and preparation
of movement to the reward port (Thompson and Felsen,
2013). Based on activity during this epoch of competitive
trials, we qualitatively classiﬁed 118 neurons into categories
described in primate and cat SC that are thought to play distinct functional roles (Glimcher and Sparks, 1992; Munoz
and Guitton, 1991; Munoz et al., 1991; Munoz and Wurtz,
1993, 1995; Hafed et al., 2009). One group of neurons
(50/172; Fig. 3A) typically exhibited a gradual increase in ﬁring rate leading up to, and a rapid increase during, movement initiation, similar to the “buildup” (or “prelude”)
neurons previously described (Glimcher and Sparks, 1992;
Munoz and Wurtz, 1995; Munoz et al., 1991). A second
group exhibited a rapid increase during movement initiation
(49/172; Fig. 3B), akin to “burst” neurons (Munoz and Wurtz,
1995). A third group exhibited the opposite, a decrease in
activity during movement initiation (19/172; Fig. 3C). These
“pause” neurons bear some similarity to the “ﬁxation” neurons described in primate and cat SC (Munoz and Guitton,
1991; Munoz and Wurtz, 1993), given that they are more
active when still than when initiating movement, but they
may play a distinct functional role. The remaining 54/172
neurons exhibited activity that did not clearly resemble
these previously-described classes, which is not surprising
since we did not select any particular type of neurons before
beginning the behavioral session, and since there remains
debate over whether these classes are entirely distinct
(e.g., ﬁxation neurons in primate may be considered burst
neurons with small preferred movement amplitudes (Hafed
and Krauzlis, 2012)). Although these classes were initially
deﬁned in the context of eye movements performed by
head-ﬁxed primates and cats, typically in response to visual
stimuli, the fact that qualitatively similar activity is observed
in freely-moving mice making full-body movements is consistent with a conserved role for the SC in orienting movements (Gandhi and Katnani, 2011; Wolf et al., 2015;
Basso and May, 2017).
To examine spatial representations in the SC, we next
calculated the direction preference during the delay epoch
of all competitive trials in which a reward port was selected;
preference ranges from − 1 (strongly “prefers” ipsiversive) to
1 (strongly prefers contraversive), where 0 represents no
preference (Experimental Procedures). Among buildup neurons, we found that 22/50 displayed a signiﬁcant direction
preference (p < 0.01, Monte Carlo permutation test), with
nearly all preferring contraversive (21/22) rather than ipsiversive (1/22) choices (Fig. 3D; p = 2.0 × 10 −5, χ 2 -test).
This fraction of direction-selective neurons – and the bias
toward contraversive choices in buildup activity – is consistent with previous studies of spatial choice in the SC
(Horwitz and Newsome, 2001; Hirokawa et al., 2011; Felsen
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Fig. 2. Conﬁrmation of tetrode recording sites.Coronal section (left,
3.88 mm caudal from bregma) shows representative tetrode tracks
(arrows) in SC; schematic (right), from Paxinos and Franklin (2004),
shows targeted recording extent (colored bars) within SC of two
tetrodes for each recorded mouse in the study; the other two tetrodes
for each mouse were at similar mediolateral and dorsoventral extents
in a different coronal plane. Neurons recorded at locations outside of
the intermediate and deep layers of the SC, determined histologically,
were excluded from analysis. IG, intermediate gray layer; IW, intermediate white layer; DG, deep gray layer; DW, deep white layer.

and Mainen, 2012). We also found that, based on post-hoc
histological estimates of recording sites (Fig. 2), direction
preference was stronger at more lateral sites (p =
1.3 × 10 −8, one-way ANOVA), suggesting that approachrelated neurons in the lateral SC may drive spatial choice
more than avoidance-related neurons in the medial SC
(Dean et al., 1989). Among burst and pause neurons, only
4/49 (Fig. 3E) and 1/19 (Fig. 3F), respectively, displayed a
signiﬁcant (p < 0.01, Monte Carlo permutation test) direction preference during the delay epoch, although many of
these neurons exhibited direction preference in other
epochs (e.g., Fig. 3, B and C), consistent with previous ﬁndings (Felsen and Mainen, 2008).
We next examined whether SC activity differed between
competitive and noncompetitive trials. We focused on
buildup neurons over burst and pause neurons since a sizeable fraction of the former exhibited direction preference
during the delay epoch, consistent with buildup neurons
being most closely associated with spatial choice and other
decision-related functions (Dorris et al., 1997; Horwitz and
Newsome, 1999; McPeek and Keller, 2002; Kim and Basso,
2008; Felsen and Mainen, 2012). Fig. 4A shows data from
another example neuron, separately for competitive and
noncompetitive trials. During the delay epoch, there
appears to be a difference in activity between these trial
types, even when the same reward port is selected. To
quantify this phenomenon across the population, we examined how direction preference calculated in noncompetitive
trials compared to that calculated in competitive trials (as
in Fig. 3D). In stark contrast to the strong bias toward contraversive preference during competitive trials [Fig. 4B, ﬁlled
gray circles; 21/50 preferred contraversive, 1/50 preferred
ipsiversive (same data as black bars in Fig. 3D)], in noncompetitive trials, neurons were as likely to show no direction preference, or even to prefer ipsiversive movement,
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as they were to exhibit a contraversive preference (Fig.
4B, ﬁlled black circles; 15/50 preferred contraversive and
15/50 preferred ipsiversive). In particular, nine neurons with
a contraversive preference in competitive trials exhibited no
preference in noncompetitive trials, three neurons with a
contraversive preference in competitive trials exhibited an
ipsiversive preference in noncompetitive trials, and 17 neurons with no preference in competitive trials exhibited a preference in noncompetitive trials (11 ipsiversive, six
contraversive).
This fundamental difference in preference between trial
types was driven mainly by higher activity in contraversive
competitive as compared to noncompetitive trials (Fig. 4C;
contraversive trials: p = 0.022; ipsiversive trials: p = 0.34,
paired two-tailed t-tests; activity appears to decrease gradually over the course of contraversive noncompetitive
blocks), and was not due to changes in overall ﬁring rate
over the course of the session (e.g., due to recording
instability; p = 0.70, one-way ANOVA of ﬁring rate across
session quartiles; Fig. 4D), the fact that only the 50/50 odor
mixture was presented in noncompetitive trials (activity did
not depend on the difﬁculty of the discrimination: contraversive trials, p = 0.31; ipsiversive trial,: p = 0.44, paired twotailed t-tests; preference computed for all competitive trials
was highly correlated with preference computed for only
50/50 competitive trials: r = 0.70, p = 1.33 × 10 −7 ), or to
the mediolateral coordinate of the recording site. Notably,
we observed this effect – lower activity in contraversive noncompetitive than competitive trials (Fig. 4C) – despite the
higher probability of movement to the contralateral port in
blocks of noncompetitive rightward than competitive trials,
which has been shown to elicit higher SC activity (Basso
and Wurtz, 1997, 1998). Neither could this effect be
explained by differences in reaction time (duration between
the go signal and odor port exit) between noncompetitive
and competitive trials. While we often observed shorter
reaction times in noncompetitive than competitive trials
(29/66 sessions; p < 0.05, unpaired two-tailed t-test), which
are consistent with previous results (Lintz and Felsen,
2016), in only 1 of the 22 build-up neurons with a signiﬁcant
direction preference in competitive trials (Fig. 3D, black
bars) did ﬁring rate decrease with shorter reaction times
(p < 0.05, Pearson's r). Finally, we reasoned that, because
the direction of movement can be anticipated even before
the delay epoch in noncompetitive trials, neurons might simply exhibit the expected contraversive direction preference
during an earlier epoch. We therefore calculated preference
in noncompetitive trials during the epoch from odor port
entry until 100 ms after odor valve open. As was the case
in the delay epoch, we found that neurons were just as likely
to prefer ipsiversive as contraversive movements (Fig. 4E;
16/50 preferred contraversive and 15/50 preferred ipsiversive). These data demonstrate that the neuronal representation of movements to contralateral space, a hallmark of
SC function (Gandhi and Katnani, 2011), appears to be
strikingly dependent on whether targets compete for
selection.
To test the causal relationship between these spatial
representations and movement direction, we examined the
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Fig. 3. Activity of functionally classiﬁed SC types in competitive trials.A: Rasters (upper) and peri-event histograms (lower) for an example buildup neuron
grouped by movement direction. For each raster, each row shows spikes (black ticks) in one trial, aligned to time of go signal (green line) and sorted by
relative time of odor port exit. Red ticks, times of odor valve open; blue ticks, times of odor port exit. Fifty pseudo-randomly selected trials are shown per
group. Peri-event histograms show average activity separately for trials of each movement direction. Shading, ± SEM. Histograms are smoothed with a
Gaussian ﬁlter (σ = 15 ms). Gray bar shows mean delay epoch. Ipsi., ipsiversive; Contra., contraversive.B: Same as A, for an example burst neuron.C:
Same as A, for an example pause neuron.D: Direction preferences during delay epoch of competitive trials across population of buildup neurons. Bar
segments corresponding to neurons with signiﬁcant preference (p < 0.01) are shown in black. Arrowhead corresponds to example neuron in A.E: Same
as D, for population of burst neurons.F: Same as D, for population of pause neurons. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

behavioral effect of unilaterally inhibiting SC activity during
the delay epoch. Previous manipulation experiments have
shown that, under competitive conditions, SC activity promotes contraversive choices (McPeek and Keller, 2004;
Felsen and Mainen, 2008; Stubbleﬁeld et al., 2013; Duan
et al., 2015; Kopec et al., 2015), consistent with the contraversive direction preference that we and others have
observed (Fig. 3D; Horwitz and Newsome, 2001; Hirokawa
et al., 2011; Felsen and Mainen, 2012). We reasoned that,
since the contraversive bias in direction preference is
absent in noncompetitive trials (Fig. 4B), unilaterally inhibiting a population of SC neurons during these trials would
have little net effect on movement direction. We tested this
prediction by optogenetically inhibiting activity in the intermediate and deep layers of the left SC during the delay
epoch via light-mediated activation of Arch-expressing

excitatory neurons (Fig. 5A; Experimental Procedures; 77
sessions). As expected, unilateral inhibition in competitive trials
produced a small ipsiversive bias (Fig. 5, B and C; p = 0.016,
paired two-tailed t-test comparing % bias to 0; Stubbleﬁeld et
al., 2013; Kopec et al., 2015). However, the identical stimulation in noncompetitive trials resulted in a smaller directional
bias that did not differ signiﬁcantly from 0 (Fig. 5C; p = 0.16,
paired two-tailed t-test comparing % bias to 0). We conﬁrmed
in control sessions that the presence of the ﬁber itself in the
SC, and any light potentially visible from the ﬁber, did not affect
behavior by repeating these experiments with light blocked at
the coupling ferrule before entering the brain, and saw no
effect of light delivery for either trial type (Fig. 5C; competitive:
p = 0.67; noncompetitive: p = 0.63, paired two-tailed t-tests
comparing % bias to 0; 5 sessions). Although the control
data were somewhat more variable, owing in part to
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Fig. 4. Comparison of SC buildup neuron activity between competitive and noncompetitive trials.A: Peri-event histograms for an example buildup neuron
grouped by trial type and movement direction. Shading, ± SEM. Histograms are smoothed with a Gaussian ﬁlter (σ = 15 ms). Ipsi., ipsiversive; Contra.,
contraversive.B: Direction preference during delay epoch for competitive vs. noncompetitive trials for SC buildup neurons. Each connected pair of circles
shows one neuron. Neurons tend to exhibit contraversive preference in competitive, but not noncompetitive, trials. Boxed circle corresponds to example
neuron in A.C: Change in ﬁring rate between baseline and delay epoch grouped by trial type and movement direction. Baseline calculated as the average
ﬁring rate over the duration of the trial (from odor port entry to water port exit). Mean ± SEM across buildup neurons. *, p < 0.05, paired two-tailed t-test.D:
Firing rates of buildup neurons across the duration of the session.E: Direction preference of buildup neurons calculated in noncompetitive trials while the
mouse was in the odor port before receiving the odor.

performing fewer control than test sessions, these results are
consistent with the contraversive preference we observed in
SC recordings in competitive, but not noncompetitive, trials
(Fig. 4B).
Finally, we wondered where the interactions among neuronal populations, which presumably mediate the competition among targets for movement, take place. In the
context of a competition between leftward and rightward targets, one possibility is that the interactions occur between
populations within the right and left SC, consistent with our

ﬁndings and with previous empirical and theoretical work
(Arai et al., 1994; Munoz and Istvan, 1998; Lo and Wang,
2006; Kim and Basso, 2008; Hirokawa et al., 2011; Marino
et al., 2011; Felsen and Mainen, 2012; Kopec et al., 2015;
Taouali et al., 2015; Fig. 6A). Indeed, neural circuitry in the
SC is well-suited for mediating such interactions (Lee and
Hall, 2006; Isa and Hall, 2009; Sooksawate et al., 2011;
Bayguinov et al., 2015; Villalobos et al., 2018). Another possibility is that the interactions occur in any of the many structures that provide input to the SC (Edwards et al., 1979;
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We recorded SC activity in freelymoving
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and
0
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observed qualitatively similar func% Left odor
Trial type
tional properties of SC neurons as
have been described in other speFig. 5. Effect of Arch-mediated unilateral SC inhibition on behavior.A: Example conﬁrmation of ﬁber
cies. Speciﬁcally, when making spaimplant and Arch expression. Coronal section (3.4 mm caudal from bregma) shows CaMKIIαtial choices, we found that many
eArch3.0-EYFP expression (green) and ﬁber track in left SC. White line indicates ﬁber location.B: Behaneurons exhibit a burst of activity,
vioral performance in competitive trials with and without light delivery for example test session, as in Fig.
and some a reduction in activity, at
1C, showing that inhibiting left SC activity shifted choices leftward (ipsiversively).C: % directional bias
the time of movement initiation, and
due to inhibition, separately by trial type, for 77 test and 5 control sessions. Mean ± SEM across sessions. *, p < 0.05, paired two-tailed t-test comparing % bias to 0; N.S., not signiﬁcant. Error bars are larmany exhibit an increase in activity
ger for control data due to fewer control sessions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
as the contraversive choice is made
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
and the movement is planned
(Fig. 3). Consistent with these data,
Sparks and Hartwich-Young, 1989), including cortical
we found that unilaterally inhibiting the activity of excitatory
regions (Fig. 6A, gray lines), with the outcome of the interacSC neurons preceding movement initiation resulted in an
tions inherited by the SC.
ipsiversive choice bias during competitive trials, with the
These possibilities – competition upstream of, and within,
magnitude of the effect consistent with previous studies
the SC – are not mutually exclusive: extrinsic input reﬂecting
(Stubbleﬁeld et al., 2013; Kopec et al., 2015). These ﬁndcompetition in afferent structures could subtly bias persisings suggest that, although some SC functions, and the
tent interactions between the SCs that then serve to amplify
functional properties of some SC neurons, likely differ
this bias (Trappenberg et al., 2001; Lo and Wang, 2006;
across species, the SC plays a broadly similar role in spatial
Fig. 6A). If movements made under non-competitive condichoice in mice as in other species, and in full-body movetions do not engage the SC, then even when the same
ments as in other forms of orienting movements (Sparks,
inter-SC interactions occur, they would not be extrinsically
1999; Horwitz and Newsome, 2001; Carello and Krauzlis,
biased (Fig. 6B). We wondered whether such unbiased
2004; Felsen and Mainen, 2012; Mysore and Knudsen,
inter-SC interactions could explain our ﬁnding that SC neu2014; Philipp and Hoffmann, 2014; Duan et al., 2015; Karrons are about as likely to prefer ipsiversive as contraverdamakis et al., 2015; Song and McPeek, 2015; Wolf et al.,
sive movement under noncompetitive conditions (Fig. 4B).
2015; Duan et al., 2018).
The intuition is that “winner-take-all” inter-SC interactions
However, we also found that the relationship between SC
would lead to some SC neurons exhibiting a direction
activity and movement direction is considerably different
0
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than competitive trials in the SC as
well, the opposite of what we found
Cortex
(Fig. 4B). These results support the
idea that the basal ganglia may con0
trol movement via distinct downSC
stream
pathways
differently
depending on context (Redgrave et
al., 2010). Speciﬁcally, under competi-0.5
Brainstem
Comp. Noncomp. tive conditions, the SNr may inﬂuence
activity in the SC, while under nonTrial type
competitive conditions, the same
basal ganglia output may inﬂuence
Fig. 6. Model showing proposed activity upstream of the SC (here, cortex), in the SC, and in the brainstem, and the resulting direction preference in SC neurons, under competitive and noncompetitive condiextracollicular targets such as thalations.A: Proposed activity for rightward movement under competitive conditions. Input (here, from cortex)
mocortical neurons that ultimately
subtly biases the competition between the two SCs such that output from the left SC is much stronger
drive direct cortical projections to
than from the right SC. Line thickness represents level of activity. Filled circles, excitatory input; perpenbrainstem premotor circuits. The latter
dicular lines, inhibitory input.B: Same as A, for noncompetitive conditions. Inter-SC competition continues
pathway is consistent with how habibut is unbiased because input to the two SCs is equal (movement-related information is instead conveyed
tual movements, akin to those
directly to brainstem). On average, neither SC is more likely to produce a stronger output.C: Direction prerequired under noncompetitive trials
ferences of model SC neurons and recorded buildup neurons under competitive and noncompetitive conditions. Mean ± SEM across neurons. *, p < 0.01, two-tailed paired t-test.
in our task, are thought to be mediated
(Yin and Knowlton, 2006). Notably, in
noncompetitive trials the value
when movements are made under noncompetitive condiassigned to each movement is likely to be strongly inﬂuenced
tions. Many buildup neurons no longer exhibit a preference
by prior choices and outcomes, which are thought to affect
for upcoming contraversive movements (Fig. 4B), and unihow the basal ganglia modulate downstream motor activity
lateral inhibition during noncompetitive trials did not cause a
(Hikosaka et al., 2006; Yttri and Dudman, 2018).
signiﬁcant directional bias (Fig. 5C). These results support the
Our data support the appealing idea that competition
idea that movements made under noncompetitive conditions
among spatial targets speciﬁcally engages SC circuitry
may not require the SC (Duan et al., 2015), but could instead
(Fig. 6). However, they do not rule out the possibility that
be mediated by direct projections from cortex to brainstem prethe pattern of activity observed here is inherited from any
motor circuits (Schiller et al., 1980; Hanes and Wurtz, 2001;
of the regions, aside from the SNr, that provide input to the
Schiller and Tehovnik, 2005; Fig. 6). While SC activity is generSC (Edwards et al., 1979; Sparks and Hartwich-Young,
ally thought to promote contraversive movement (Gandhi and
1989; May, 2006; Savage et al., 2017). Indeed, the extent
Katnani, 2011; Wang et al., 2015), several studies have shown
to which decision-related SC activity reﬂects the integration
that SC stimulation can also elicit ipsiversive movements
of computations performed upstream, as opposed to intrin(Sahibzada et al., 1986; Dean et al., 1989), perhaps related to
sic interactions, is an open question (Wolf et al., 2015).
the role of the SC in defensive and avoidance behavior (Cohen
Finally, while we have emphasized similarities between
and Castro-Alamancos, 2010; DesJardin et al., 2013). By
our results and previous ﬁndings in other species, whether
directly comparing the activity of the same neurons under comand how SC anatomy and physiology differ between
petitive and noncompetitive conditions, our study demonstrates
rodents and other species also remain open questions
that the contraversive-promoting effect of SC activity may be
(Seabrook et al., 2017; Aguilar et al., 2018). Future studies
competition-dependent. This conclusion is supported by the
can build on the present results by focusing on speciﬁc SC
ﬁndings from our attractor model, which demonstrated that
cell types and projections (Oliveira and Yonehara, 2018) in
biased input to the two competing SCs resulted in an overall
order to examine the mechanisms, both within and
contraversive preference while unbiased input did not (Fig. 6),
upstream of the SC, by which these context-dependent
and is consistent with a large body of work suggesting that
interactions are mediated.
SC activity reﬂects the selection of a spatial target from among
alternatives (Basso and Wurtz, 1997, 1998; Kim and Basso,
2008; Thevarajah et al., 2009; Nummela and Krauzlis, 2010;
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